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Abstract

Society in general has several distracting elements on their daily routine. With so many devices and notifications showing in your screen or making sounds around you, it is not difficult to think that focus is something really hard to keep mainly when talking about cognitively-intense activities.

Interruption occurs to individuals anytime someone or something takes their attention during focused activities. The high frequency of interruptions during cognitively-intense activities can be annoying and detrimental to deadline-driven work, such as software development.

Some researchers focused in how to avoid interruptions, the main focus of this thesis is in how to recover from them though. The main challenges in managing interruptions are:

1) Interruptions will occur even if all the notifications, phones and buzzers are turned off.

2) Interruptions are not just accidental but they can also be deliberate such as lunch, bathroom breaks or meetings.

In this thesis, we propose a solution that addresses these challenges by focusing on the recovery of momentum based on the understanding that interruption recovery involves knowledge about the interrupted activity, the developer, as well as the context of the work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Throughout this work, both terms programmer and developer are used, in this scenario they have the same meaning and therefore are interchangeable.

1.1 Problem Definition

Researches show that developers have a routine with several interruptions [4, 10, 31]. According to Parnin and Rugaber [33] programmers are likely to get only 2 hours of uninterrupted work session in a day.

An interruption can be defined as anything that changes someone's focus from the task being executed. Interruptions can be long (1-2 hours) or short (15-30 minutes) [33], they can be self-initiated [7], externally-initiated, a distraction, an intrusion or a break [4].

The nature of the interruption, its length or duration, its complexity and context may change how one might recover from it and the time spent to do so. Another factor that directly affects the recovery time is the amount of time used to collect one's thoughts either before interruption or during it [20]. When the task is self-initiated
the programmer’s brain has time to “prepare” - rehearse - for a later resumption. This
time is called interruption lag, the longer the interruption lag, the easier and faster
the recovery. It is possible to find a formal definition on Altmann and Trafton [2]
“Interruption lag is a brief transitional interval immediately preceding an interruption,
during which the operator knows the pending interruption but is not yet engaged
by it”. This preparation might be done by encoding goals to accomplish later for
example. If programmers have time to do so, they usually make use of something
more physical, such as, making notes on Post-it’s, inserting intentional execution
errors, inserting comments and TODO markings\textsuperscript{1} [33].

Research shows that a programmer often spend between 15 30 minutes recovering
from long interruptions before getting back to work [33, 40]. It is not uncommon
developers to forget everything about the task they were working on [30].

The high frequency of interruptions can cause annoyance, anxiety, frustration,
errors, stress, context-switching costs and time pressure due to the increase of a task
completion time [1, 5, 6, 20, 26]. However, some interruptions are rather beneficial to
the developer, such as bathroom or lunch breaks. According to Chong and Siino [4],
some interruptions are also “essential for swapping or gaining information required
for high quality work”.

Several researches focus on avoiding interruptions or decreasing their frequency,
these approaches address the annoyance and stress but they do not address the time
spent in the recovery neither the effort spent in a recovery task in the inevitable
interruptions that will happen - either more or less times.

\textsuperscript{1}A TODO note is a marking designed to list points that requires further attention, these markings
can be done differently according to the used application but are usually done by writing `\texttt{TODO}
in the code. They can be seen in a TODO list and they are also signalized when viewing the file.
1.2 Thesis Statement

**Thesis statement:** A curated video of a developer’s previous work section can help with the recovery process in terms of velocity and confidence.

This thesis presents a tool that gathers data, processes a screen captured video and presents it to developers. There is an assumption that with this curated video the developer will be able to rebuild the context of the tasks, therefore helping with the recovery process.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

The main contribution of this work are:

1) A framework of captured, processed and further shown data in a form of recorded screen and edited video to address interruption recovery.

2) An algorithm that describes developer’s activities and scores them in order to detect importance of moments in one’s work section.

A tool was developed and tested in a user study to prove its efficacy. This tool was built with several modules. Some of these modules can also be cited as a sub-contribution. The module that classifies a text as being code, formal text or personal text, using some libraries and a set of rules, has an accuracy of 95%, further discussion can be found on Chapter 3. The module that checks for processes - applications - changes and stores interactions through mouse and keyboard can also be mentioned as a contribution. This module does not store physically the typed text, it only processes everything in memory. That can be easily changed to do such a thing depending on the scenario to be analyzed.

This thesis is the first draft of how this tool would work and look like. The study presented here shows if gathered data of simple hardware (normally available to all
programmers - such as webcam, keyboard and mouse/touch pad) along with a full curated video would be beneficial to a developer when recovering from an interruption. The tool can be later edited to improve the detection of important moments using other techniques such as machine learning without having to be entirely rewritten.

The main assumption of this thesis work is that almost none of the available tools have considered all programs - instead of only Integrated Development Environment (IDE) - and therefore lacked on a fully context retrieving task. This was also pointed by Rule et al. [35]. Since the beginning, the availability of the used hardware in a normal development environment was taken in consideration, therefore there is no use of eye tracker or any research exclusive and/or not commonly used external device to gather data because we wanted to make a tool that could be used by all developers.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 1 provides a brief overview to the interruption problem, it presents the contribution of this thesis and the background required to understand some of the main assumptions made to create the approach.

- Chapter 2 presents some of the related work used as reference to the initial decisions.

- Chapter 3 describes our approach to help developers recovery from interruption.

- The user study made to prove the tool efficacy is described and its results are presented on Chapter 4.

- Lastly, Chapter 5 contains the conclusion and future work.
Chapter 2

Background

Advances in technology and the fact that communication devices have become much more affordable and indispensable in people’s lives have not only increased our ability to communicate but have also increased our chances to get interrupted while working [11]. Developers and knowledge-intense workers face blocked tasks and interruptions in their daily routines, [29,32] and in these cases, the interruption can be a significant issue due to the complexity of their tasks [4].

Throughout the academic literature related with interruptions and developer’s routine, there are several definitions and types of interruptions. Jett and George [17] define interruption as “incidents or occurrences that impede or delay organizational members as they attempt to make progress on work tasks”. They describe four types of interruptions: intrusions, breaks, distractions and discrepancies.

Studies show that interruptions are inevitable [11] due to the multitask environment that cognitive-intense work companies have and the likelihood of interruption increases if we take in consideration that most of the software development is done in teams, and therefore can be considered collaborative work [4]. This work can involve scheduling meetings, requests from co-workers, or blocked tasks due to issues
Parnin and Rugaber [32] conducted an experiment to understand how developers currently deal with interruptions. They mention three states of handling an interruption: suspension, resolution and resumption. Suspension is the period of time before attending to the interruption, where interrupted developers can preserve their working state for faster recovery. This preservation might be done internally or externally where there is something physical or electronic to help recovery. The concept of suspension is also mentioned in Altmann & Trafton [2] and Hodgetts & Jones [13], as a period of time with a crucial role in managing the recovery process. The importance of suspension time is also confirmed by Labonté et al. [21], who showed that the use of a pre-interruption warning would give time to the participants to perform the following tasks mentioned in Trafton et al. [39]: retrospective rehearsal - collect information about what they were doing - and prospective goal encoding - collect information on what they were about to do - before attending to the interruption itself improving then, the decision speeding. This means that rehearse and the amount of time available to do it plays an important role in how people will recover from an interruption due to the amount of information available to do it.

Resolution is the period of time where one is attending to the interruption itself. Resumption is the recovery process to "get back to the zone" [31]. The main issue for developers is that the time one might have available to rehearse varies according to the type of interruption. When developers have time to prepare for an interruption, researchers found that they make use of several strategies to generate external cues.

In Czerwinski et al. [6]’s study, they mentioned the use of self-emailing reminders and the use of web pages with a set of task reminders. Parnin [31] also mentioned the use of memory aids along with possible tools to create these task reminders in an electronic or better way. He mentions the use of TODO comments, and proposes
Smart Reminders - a reminder triggered by specific conditions such as a code review done by a colleague or proximity to a reminder - to call one's attention to specific comments. He also addresses the fact that there is no impetus to address or review the TODOs. He mentions the fact that sometimes developers need to change code in several different locations, and that it can be difficult to remember all of these locations. Therefore, developers tend to leave their last open windows visible, or to keep highlighted lines and code error messages. Parnin proposes then, the use of Touch Points - a tool that allows developers to track status across different locations.

Parnin also suggests Code Narrative, an application that helps developers to recall contextual details, and Sketchlets, a tool that contains a visual plane with a set of annotations or an alternative representation projected on top of programming elements, this would help programmers to form concepts and support abstractions. The majority of these suggestions have one thing in common: the need for user interaction. These tools and applications will not work without developers clicking somewhere, so for the tool to know that a specific point is important, the developer needs to write something to indicate that. Another interesting point mentioned by Parnin is that during an interruption, different types of memories will be affected, and each of the proposed applications was designed to aid specific types of memory.

In our approach, we tried to incorporate some of the ideas behind the suggestions in order to help with the different types of interruption affecting different types of memory, however we attempted to avoid the need for any developer action except to start the tool before working and to watch the video to recover.

The use of a video log with a recorded screen has proven to be beneficial as a memory aid [6,35]. It was also proven to be a worse recovery aid than doing nothing by John et al. [18] in a study where the main task was related with monitoring complex situations and detecting significant changes. In their experiment, changes
would occur while the participant attended to an interruption, and when returning, participants would have to acknowledge all of the changes. Although some developers split tasks with a team, and code would still be developed while one is attending to an interruption, the nature of a developer’s work is different than this kind of situation.

One proven disadvantage of using video logs, is the high use of resources that can affect performance, and the fact that people consider video logs tedious or annoying to watch [35]. We try to address this situation by using a curated, shortened video. In our study, we compare results and determine if the nature of a developer’s work enables the use of a video log to provide real benefit.

In Rule et al. [35], it is shown that the use of a screen recorder can help workers to rebuild mental context about their previous tasks. The authors discuss how annoying an interruption recovery can be and how much more difficult it is to recover from intense tasks. Their approach was to take a screenshot every time a click, type, or pause is made for a few seconds. One of the claims of the study is that thumbnails were more effective than videos due to the fact people tend to only remember what the video shows directly, rather than forcing the memory to process the video and recreate context. This thesis tries to overcome that claim with the use of a curated video, which is quicker than real time in order to jog the memory. Other notable differences include the important moments detection and the time-limitation. The tool in this thesis do not show a full video, because it is curated according to important and non-important moments in a different way than the study presented by Rule et al. [35]. The video is supposed to be less annoying to watch due to its length, and the amount of work represented by the video is lower than Rule et al.’s study where participants would review the video at the end of the day instead of the end of a session.

In order to define what is important during a developer’s session, it is necessary
to understand what a developer does, what tasks are included in their routine, and how those tasks are prioritized. In Meyer et al. [29], Singer et al. [37], and LaToza et al. [22] it is possible to see the tasks presented in a developer’s routine. To better analyze those studies, we created a color coding and tried to abstract the presented tasks in seven task abstractions:

- Coding;
- Reading code;
- Search/Reading;
- Testing;
- Typing work-related text;
- Typing personal texts (not important for the our recovery process);
- Important tasks not covered or supported by our approach;

For the last abstraction, “not supported” describes activities done in Remote Desktop that currently, are not fully supported by the tool. It is important to note that some of the abstractions/classifications presented here were already presented in the original papers, we then, used the same classification only adapting it to our own color-code or fitting the abstractions in our own. We used the group of tasks presented in Meyer et al. [29]’s original table, but with color-coded abstractions in order to match the other tables presented to facilitate comparison and analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task abstractions:</th>
<th>Code/Task</th>
<th>Color/Task</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>WRT</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>NS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coding;</td>
<td>Reading code;</td>
<td>Search/Reading [&gt;&gt; Selecting &gt;&gt; Copying &gt;&gt; Pasting];</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Typing work-related text;</td>
<td>Typing personal texts (not important for the tool);</td>
<td>Important tasks but not covered or supported by the tool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Singer et al.**
- SR: Read documentation
- RC: Look at source
- WRT: Write documentation
- C: Write code
- NS: Attend meetings
- SR: Research/identify alternatives
- NS-WRT: Ask others questions
- NS: Configure hardware
- NS-WRT: Answer questions
- C: Fix bug
- C: Design
- T: Testing
- RC: Review other’s work
- C-RC-SR-WRT: Learn
- T: Replicate problem
- C: Other code [No description provided]
- C-RC: Library maintenance

**LaToza et al.**
- C-RC-SR: Analyzing a new problem and mapping out the broad flow of code which will be used to solve the problem. […]
- C: Creating a new method, source file, or script and getting it to a compilable state
- RC: Determining information about code including the inputs and outputs to a method, what the call stack looks like, why the code is doing what it is doing, or the rationale behind a design decision. […]
- C: Editing existing code and returning it to a compilable state.
- T: Ensuring that code is behaving as expected. […]
- NS-WRT: Any computer mediated or face-to-face communication about information relevant to a coding task […]
- WRT: Any other code related activities including building, synchronizing code, or checking in changes.
- C: Other code [No description provided]
- PT-WRT-NS: Non code

**Meyer et al.**
- C: Reading/Editing/Navigating code (and other code related activities)
- C: Use the debugger inside the IDE
- RC: Performing code reviews
- RC-WRT-T-C: (Version Control) Reading/Accepting/Submitting changes
- WRT-PT: Reading/Writing emails
- C: Editing work items/tasks/todos; Creating/changing calendar entries
- RC-WRT-SR: Read/write documents reading/editing documents and other artifacts
- NS: Scheduled meeting/Call
- NS-WRT: ad-hoc, informal communication; e.g., unscheduled phone call / IM
- SR: Internet browsing related to code/work/task
- NS: Internet browsing work unrelated
- NS: Anything else (changing music, updating software, using the file explorer or having a break)
- NS: Remotedesktop use which could not be mapped to another category

Figure 2.1: Task abstractions from: Singer et al. [37], Meyer et al. [29] and LaToza et al. [22]
As shown in Figure 2.1, the presented tasks were abstracted in high level tasks. The gray color represents tasks that are not considered as important to the tool as coding, but are part of a developer’s routine and are a type of an interruption. The majority of the time in a developer’s day is spent on code [29]; this can also be seen in the figure when taking a look at the amount of green activities. In order to code, a developer might need to have a meeting to define parameters or requirements, but in this scenario, “important” tasks to the tool are those where the developers are alone or in a pair at their computers working on the already defined task. Anything that removes the developer’s main focus from the task, is an interruption.

Although we acknowledge the interruptions caused by non-work related websites access [27] or interruptions and distractions caused by background noise [7,36], this thesis will focus on recovery from interruptions or self-interruptions outside the computer that tend to be longer than distractions or computer-based interruptions. We believe that distractions using the computer can be easier to recover from, as they would not require a full review of a work section due to their short duration. As can be seen in Sykes [38], there are some easy options to reduce computer-based interruptions such as:

- Only using instant messaging when necessary;
- Self-imposing task switches;
- Customize email settings about notifications;
- Encouraging the use of short email messages instead of long ones.

Sykes also mentions changes in the physical workplace environment including people’s behavior or even office culture. We believe that these changes should be applied as another measure to reduce the effects of interruptions by the company to help
their employees but at the same time, we understand that those measures are outside of a developers control. This work will focus in helping individuals to recover from interruptions that would occur despite other precautions.

Email-checking frequency is a well-known measure. In Gupta et al. [12] it is said that the frequency of changing focus to a secondary task such as emails can decrease performance for the first task and that this frequency should be only two to four times a day according to their study. The same reduction is suggested by Jack et al. [15] as a measure to reduce interruption effect. However, attempted email-checking frequency reduction alone is not solely sufficient, as reducing or canceling new emails notifications might reduce interruptions, but Iqbal and Horvitz [14], showed that for some of the people actually increased when notifications were disabled. One explanation for this phenomenon is that with a canceled or reduced amount of notifications, participants were checking their emails manually several times to ensure that emails were answered on time. In a post study survey, they also got results that from the 18 participants, 17 would revert back to using notifications.

Several studies were conducted in this field, some of them trying to understand the effects of an interruption [16], or to understand the recovery process [31], while others attempt to avoid interruptions [11] or even study how the interface/style of a notification can affect the interruption [34]. The observations provided by all of these studies motivated Kersten et al. [19] to develop an extension for Eclipse IDE. With this extension, a developer could start a new task and the extension would record the files changed for that specific task to create a filter for the next time the developer worked at the same task. This would allow developers to not only recover from interruptions, but also to switch between several tasks. One of the problems we saw with this approach was the restriction for only one application, while a developer’s task might use several applications simultaneously.
Chapter 3

Approach

The approach to help with interruption recovery was to come up with a tool that would record data, process it and show what one might need in order to rebuild context to get back to work.

3.1 The tool

FastRecovery is a tool developed to be an automatic tool that, collects all the data that it needs, detects when one has been interrupted, starts the processing and prompt the video/information one might require to recovery from an interruption. We define the tool as automatic because after being started, it passes through all processes without requiring an extra action from the user. The tool could also be integrated with services that starts along with the operational system and the developer would not even need to start the tool.

In order to facilitate understanding, the tool can be split in four parts: gathering data, interruption detection, processing data and Graphical User Interface (GUI).
3.1.1 Gathering data

Our approach relies on detection of important moments, in order to do so, we need to gather data from the work section. Furthermore, to guarantee data being collected “at the same time” from different sources the tool runs through threads.

In order to facilitate implementation, comprehension, and further analysis of data, we have three concepts: User section, App Section and Ten second windows. See Figure 3.1

![User Section, App Section and Ten Second Windows representation](image)

Figure 3.1: User section, App section and Ten Second Windows representation

An User Section is the period of time that starts after the last recovery process until the next interruption time. The App Section is the period of time that starts when one opens a new application (program) - changing the active window - or when the tool is initialized, whatever comes first until one changes the active window or an interruption is detected, whatever comes first. The Ten Second Windows are the smallest part of an app section, they exist to address long app sections and facilitate choosing the best moments instead of one hour long best moment. Even though they
were created to address long sections, they are also used for small ones in order to maintain consistent in the system through all the collected data. To gather data we have the following six modules running in parallel through the use of threads:

- One that records the screen;
- One that keeps checking for active application changes;
- One that organizes the data and keep track of ten second windows;
- One that records keyboard actions;
- One that records mouse actions;
- One that processes the features present in the typed text.

The collected data involves: Mouse/TrackPad clicks, Mouse/TrackPad movements, Mouse/TrackPad right clicks, Mouse/TrackPad click location, pressed keys, actions made (copying, pasting, saving, deleting), used application and typed text (text is processed but not stored).

**Recording screen**

The process of recording one’s screen has proven to be successful when talking about recovery processes, our approach then, uses this method along with the important moments detection to reduce the amount of seen content and/or the time spent seeing it.

A lot of research was done in order to find the best cross-platform way to record screen. As presented in Chapter 2, some studies used screenshots but our goal was to use video to show the entire thinking flow. One of our assumptions was that a curated video might be beneficial to rebuild context.
The best tool we could find that worked on Mac, Windows and Linux is called FFmpeg \(^1\) and it records the screen through the command line and can be triggered from Python within a thread which covers all our scenarios. The thread to record the screen is started as soon as the tool is started, and it keeps running until an interruption is detected.

One drawback of recording a screen is Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage that can directly affect the velocity of the computer, and therefore can affect the task completion which causes anxiety [25]. In order to address this performance issue, we tried different parameters combination to obtain the best balance between video quality and performance.

As an additional measure to improve performance, we included the use of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), when available, to reduce CPU usage. While running some tests, for user sections longer than two hours, we were getting a CPU usage of more than 200% on a Mac environment. After the use of GPU, CPU usage dropped to a maximum of only 25%. The same concept was applied to Windows versions. The only issue is availability and compatibility since we depend on GPU integration with FFmpeg library. Currently, the only supported GPUs are h264_videotoolbox for Mac environments and h264_nvenc for Windows with NVidia. Other than that, the tool will be relying exclusively on CPU processing.

**Checking application changes**

Developers’ work nature requires the use of different applications at the same time. Sometimes, a browser to test, sometimes more than one browser to test, IDEs to code, email application, terminal to compile, calendar, music player and others that

\(^1\)FFmpeg is the leading multimedia framework, able to decode, encode, transcode, mux, demux, stream, filter and play pretty much anything that humans and machines have created. It supports the most obscure ancient formats up to the cutting edge. - https://ffmpeg.org/about.html - Last accessed on: October 9 2018
can vary according to the used technology and project to be developed. Some of these applications might be directly related to work and some of those might be almost like a distraction that makes the work more comfortable such as music player, others might be used for both situations such as a browser or an email applications. It is important for our approach to know which application is being used and associate the gathered data with the correct application because this connection might increase or decrease the importance of a section.

Our tool checks every second for active window changes, this is done differently according to the operational system being used. Once the thread detects that there is a change in the active window, it triggers the thread that process the text - in memory 3.1.1 -, stops the current thread responsible to track ten second windows and starts a new one for the new active window 3.1.1.

Managing Ten second windows

As mentioned in the previous section, to detect the application being used is important because this might change the importance of what is being done inside of it. At the same time, having only the application to delimit small blocks of work, might not be enough since one can spend several hours in the same application mainly when we talk about IDEs that might have console and emulators integrated with it. We need a more granular separation in order to detect important moments that would be more specific than a 20, 10 or even 5 minutes period.

It is important to manage small windows in order to keep the required granularity of changes, to get small important moments instead of long app sections where there can be highs and lows. Inside the management of small windows there is the capture of keys, clicks, keys combinations, keywords done by triggering keyboard and mouse listeners 3.1.1. There is the constant check for any kind of input from the user, if
there is none, we trigger the process to detect an interruption 3.1.2.

**Keyboard/Mouse actions**

As explained in previous sections, our approach relies on importance of moments and it uses gathered data to detect them. It is important to know the amount of interaction coming from the developer because this will also indicate interruptions. The most common inputs in a developer’s setup are mouse - or touchpad - and keyboards.

A lot of research was done to find the best way to capture data cross-platform. We found a library developed by user moses-palmer called Pynput.\(^2\) It uses a combination of native libraries provided by each operational system to provide listeners that allow monitoring key and mouse events.

**Processing text features**

In order to define importance of moments inside a work section, one of the data we consider is the typed text, it is important to identify if it is code or not, as stated in Chapter 2, this tool considers code text to be more important than plain text.

The text features are extracted for each application in order to improve the score of that specific app section. Due to privacy and security concerns the tool does not record and store immediately the text that the user typed - which can be passwords or other sensitive information - during the app or user section, all text is kept in memory. Therefore, to increase accuracy without sacrificing privacy and security, the text is processed in memory which ensures enough context after the developer changes the active window.

---

\(^2\)Pynput is an open source library developed in Python available on Github - https://github.com/moses-palmer/pynput - Used version 1.4 - Last accessed on: October 9 2018
In order to differentiate code of plain text, it is necessary to check if there are any existent symbols among the characters to be analyzed, it is not common to have several of them in a normal conversation. Symbols such as “(, (, {, }, [, ], <, >, +, =, |, \” are not common in our daily communication, thus, a high percentage of text formed by symbols might imply that the text is a code or it might be due to the use of emoticons.

Furthermore, we considered the inclusion of emojis and emoticons in the text. To incorporate this new way of communication, the tool makes use of a python module called emoji that contains unicode emojis, their aliases and representations, the tool also uses a list of western emoticons that was compiled from Wikipedia - See Appendix A.

The library and the compiled list are used to check the amount of symbols that are in fact emojis/emoticons to handle misidentifying the text or state as an early prediction of ‘CODE’. However, the way code is done, some symbols may be arranged in a way that they would be among the emoticons list, that is why there is a threshold of emoticons inside a code text and other verification steps are necessary in order to improve detection and distinction between code and text.

One of these steps is to check the typed words against the stop word list from

---

3“A representation of a facial expression such as a smile or frown, formed by various combinations of keyboard characters and used to convey the writer’s feelings or intended tone.” - https://en.oxforddictionaries.com
4“A small digital image or icon used to express an idea or emotion.” - https://en.oxforddictionaries.com
5“A representation of a facial expression such as a smile or frown, formed by various combinations of keyboard characters and used to convey the writer’s feelings or intended tone.” - https://en.oxforddictionaries.com
6The following emojis are supported by the library: http://www.unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html - Version 11
7The following aliases are supported by the library: https://www.webpagefx.com/tools/emoji-cheat-sheet
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emoticons - Last accessed on: June 2, 2018
9“A word that is automatically omitted from a computer-generated concordance or index.” - https://en.oxforddictionaries.com
Python Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK) [3]\textsuperscript{10} and also NLTK Words and Wordnet \textsuperscript{11}.

Currently, the tool only supports English for natural language but several programming languages. The process could be reversed, but in this scenario, mainly considering that there is an user study, it is more important for this moment, to support more programming languages than natural languages.

To help increase accuracy, we made a compilation of programming language words - See Appendix C. The programming languages are: Javascript, Python, Java, Ruby, PHP, C++, CSS, C#, GO, C, Typescript, Shell, Swift, Scala, Objective-C and they were chosen from the list of fifteen most popular languages on GitHub \textsuperscript{12}. As previously stated, the approach developed in this tool was intended to be as inclusive as possible with the developer community in regards to support different programming languages. And, although there are only fifteen languages here, these keywords only aggregates information, which means that any developer using the tool with another language will not have an issue. The accuracy of text detection will slightly decrease, and if the chosen programming language has words in common with the languages presented here, the accuracy might not even be affected.

As can be seen in Lo et. al. [23], stop words such as pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions can be found in almost all natural language documents. Typically representing 20\% to 30\% of the words in them. Which make them very valuable in our

\textsuperscript{10}“NLTK is a leading platform for building Python programs to work with human language data. It provides easy-to-use interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical resources such as WordNet, along with a suite of text processing libraries for classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and semantic reasoning, wrappers for industrial-strength NLP libraries, and an active discussion forum.” - https://https://www.nltk.org/ - Last acessed on: September 2018


\textsuperscript{12}Github created the website https://octoverse.github.com/ - Last acessed September 2018 - in order to show some numbers from 2017. The list used in this thesis is a list of the fifteen most popular languages on GitHub by opened pull request.
approach because a high percentage of use combined with a low percentage of symbols can indicate natural language. Since there might be some comments and instructions inside a code, there are two other NLTK modules used to increase the percentage of “English words”, Words and Wordnet packages inside NLTK. The Wordnet package is a lexical database from Princeton University with more than 140 thousand words and the Words package is a public domain package with more than 230 thousands English words. Combined these two modules offer more than 330 thousand different English words.

After detecting text as being non-code, our tool makes use of a NLTK module called VADER [9] used to detect sentiment. VADER not only uses matches words in the text with its own lexicon to detect sentiment but also takes in consideration capitalization, exclamation points, words such as “but” that changes the sentiment and intensifier adjectives such as “extremely”. The module then, provides four numbers used in this tool calculations:

- Pos that corresponds to positive sentiment;
- Neg that corresponds to negative sentiment;
- Neu that corresponds to neutral sentiment;
- Compound that corresponds to the sum of the lexicon ratings standardized between -1 and 1 where -1 is negative, 1 is positive and 0 is neutral.

Mostly, formal content tends to be more neutral according to tests. The parameters used in some of the rules were tuned to ensure accuracy. After tests with more than 100 code files (considering the code for this project, some code of the libraries used and also some personal projects - among the programming languages were: CSS, HTML, Python, Javascript and C), more than 20 paragraphs from random Wikipedia
articles and personal messages/tweets, the tool were able to correctly identify 96% of
the code files and 100% of the random Wikipedia paragraphs as 'FORMAL TEXT'.
The limitation for this detection consists of 21% of false positives for personal mes-
sages, that has 56% accuracy. This is due to two factors: (1) Messages that are more
formal and could be labeled as 'FORMAL TEXT'; (2) Tweets that are mainly formed
by Twitter hash tags that cannot be read as English, in this scenario they are mis-
taken as code. In the tool scenario, the False Positive means that there will be some
sections that might be wrongly tagged as important, but, the high accuracy for code
detection also means that no important moment will be missed mainly considering
that the wrong results are as ‘FORMAL TEXT’ which is also considered “important“
in the important sections detection.

To get this result, there are some cleaning to be done in the text. First, it is
necessary to remove urls patterns from the text. Urls patterns are formed by non-
English words or English words without any delimiter character this structure might
cause misidentifications for code. There is also a need to ensure all unicode emojis
are separated by the delimiter character, otherwise the library and the list will not
match with the ones shown in the text. After the cleaning process, it is necessary
to split the gathered text using space as delimiter and get all words from the text.
Words in this scenario are defined by a sequence between delimiters that contains
only A-Z or a-z characters. Once these steps are finished, the following validations
are performed, see Algorithm 3.1:

3.1.2 Interruption detection

As stated in Chapter 2, our tool was designed in a way to not require user actions to
detect interruptions and/or important moments. Therefore, we developed a method
to check if the developer is working or attending to an interruption. In order to do
Algorithm 3.1 Validations used for text classification

1: Calculate percentage of emojis and emoticons in the text;
2: Calculate percentage of programming keywords in the text;
3: Calculate percentage of stop words in the text;
4: Calculate percentage of English words in the text;
5: Calculate percentage of unusual symbols in the text;
6: if percentage of unusual symbols is higher or equal to 50% and percentage of emoticons is less than 10% then
7: Text can be directly classified as CODE since the percentage of unusual symbols is too high and this is not due to the use of emoticons
8: end if
9: if (percentage of stopwords is higher or equal to 28% or (percentage of English words is higher or equal to 65% and percentage of unusual symbols is lower than 2%) or percentage of emoticons is higher than 10%) and percentage of programming keywords is less than 30%) then
10: Text is non-code;
11: else
12: Text is classified as CODE;
13: end if
14: if text is non-code then
15: Get sentiment provided by NLTK - VADER:
16: if (neutrality of sentiment is higher than 0.8 OR (neutrality of sentiment is higher than 0.5 and sentiment compound is less than 0.6 and sentiment compound is higher than -0.6)) and percentage of emojis and emoticons is less than 1% then
17: The text is classified as FORMAL TEXT;
18: else
19: Text is classified as INFORMAL TEXT;
20: end if
21: end if
so, we take in consideration two factors:

1. The absence of interactions with the computer;

2. The absence of faces looking directly at the screen.

Since our main focus is code tasks, we believe most important moments to be the ones with most interactions. But in a scenario where one might be engaged in a coding task of reading and/or watching a tutorial video, we use a face detection as a second checker.

After initial testing, we devised the following time-based rules:

1. The system always keeps track of user interactions;

2. After two and a half minutes with no interactions, the system tries to turn the webcam on;

3. It checks for a face looking at the screen for thirty seconds;

Meyer et al. [29] defines an inactive period as a lapse of interactions for two minutes or longer, therefore, we tried to focus on interruptions longer than three minutes. We thought that short interruptions - less than three minutes - would not required a recovery help.

During the face check phase, the system tries to detect a face using Haar Cascade and OpenCv. Viola and Jones [41] proposed a machine learning approach where a cascade function is trained from positive and negative images for object detection. This was later used to generate many pre-trained classifiers for face, eyes, smiles and so on and are currently shipped with OpenCv. In our tool, we use the haarcascade_frontalface_default classifier to detect faces in real time looking at the screen. We also tried to apply the haarcascade_eye classifier to ensure the face would be looking
at the screen, and therefore, both eyes would be detect, and even take developers who use glasses in consideration - which includes the research behind this development - with the use of haarcascade_eye_tree_eyeglasses classifier but the solution made the accuracy to drop.

To improve the detection accuracy, we had to take in consideration the fact that people do not spend an entire day in the same position without moving. The same happens with head. To address that, we rotate the webcam image between $-40^\circ$ and $40^\circ$, that according to researchers [24] is the range of movements of a head bending, and check every image rotation against the classifier. After checking it, we add a flag in an array, 'F' if a face was found, 'NF' if no face was found and 'E' if there is any error such as no webcam available. The array is filled during thirty seconds, and every one second a new image is analyzed. This approach is due to two factors, first, the system is not 100% accurate, which means that one might be looking at the screen, and still no face is found. At the same time, the opposite might occur, mainly if we consider the fact that in a company environment it is common to have several developers, some of them might pass in front of the camera and be mistaken for the developer.

To work around possible misidentifications, we try to find a face within thirty seconds, then, we analyze the array looking for the percentage of face found or not found. If there are errors, then, the interruption detection time will jump from three minutes to five minutes disregarding webcam, and only considering all the time with no interactions. If there are no errors, a set of rules shown in Algorithm 3.2 will be applied. It is important to mention that while the system checks the webcam for faces, it keeps checking for interactions. If any interaction is made within the 30 seconds that the webcam is on, the webcam is immediately turned off even if the 30 seconds period is not over.
Algorithm 3.2 Validations used for text classification

1: if Face is found with a percentage of higher or equal to 85 then
2:   Interruption process stops;
3:   Tool continues to gather data;
4:   Tool continues to check for interactions;
5: else
6:   if Face is found with a percentage of less than 10% then
7:     An interruption is detected;
8:     The entire tool stops to gather data and starts to process it;
9:   else
10:  An uncertainty is detected;
11: end if
12: end if

Uncertainty is a state that will stop the interruption detection process but it will also store the amount of uncertainties, after three consecutive uncertainty results, an interruption is detected. This state of uncertainty might be due to people crossing, or the design of the office that may have developers right behind others.

We can point that this is not an error-prone approach, one might not have a webcam, and be watching a video and not interacting with the computer and still be detected as interrupted, but, this was the best scenario we could achieve.

3.1.3 Processing data

After all the gathering data and interruption detection processes, the next step to have the tool to present a recovery to the developer, is to process everything that was collected. This process involves the calculation of importance for each moment and the video adjustment.

In order to detect important moments, we came with a score-based approach. It is known as can be seen in Chapter 2 that a task might involve different activities. One single activity might also involve different actions. We believe that scoring actions is a better approach than just a set of rules because we can describe different tasks, with
different actions taking in consideration that each developer has a different behavior.

**The scores**

Using a score approach, it is possible to consider actions isolated or combined. The score depends on the type of action and how much it is important in our scale of actions in the developer’s routine described on Chapter 2.

There are three types of scores:

1. One that varies according to the amount;
2. One that is important to look at the change in behaviour;
3. One that is important to look at the change in behaviour;

For instance, there are developers that tend to save their work after every new line and developers that save only when they need to test it or turn off the computer, thus, if the score for “saving” was only about amount, every coding moment - where normally there is save action - would be more important than all the rest independent of the score value. In order to address this issue, some scores are based in “changes of behaviour” where the score will be processed based in the difference from the developer’s average. This average is calculated for each user section, which means, that different tasks can fit in this calculation.

In order to understand the score approach, we first present two formulas to calculate the types of score previously mentioned. The formula for the average-based score is as it follows:

\[
\text{average\_score} = \text{score\_value} \times \frac{\text{amount}}{\text{averages}[\text{feature}]}
\]
Where the score value is fixed as LOW, MEDIUM or HIGH importance with pre-defined values 5, 10, 20, respectively, adjusted after tests and user study. The amount is the quantity used, for example, a score for saving, considers the amount of save commands used within the section. Averages is an array of calculated averages. We calculate the averages of each score average-based at the beginning of each recovery process. The average considers a sum of all amounts split by all ten seconds windows, which means, that it also considers ten seconds windows with no amounts because this is also an indicator because if there are several ten seconds windows with no amount, any amount will show a change in behavior.

The formula for the amount-based score can be represented as:

\[ amount\_based\_score = score\_value \times amount \]

Where the score value varies from LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH, having the same predefined values as stated earlier.

These formulas are applied according to the algorithm in Figure 3.2 for each and every app section. All score distribution is based on tests and the idea that code tasks are more important than any other task as explained in Chapter 2. Considering this, a code task might involve typed code, applications used to type code and specific actions such as saving, copying, pasting, searching and so on. All these actions are taken in consideration in the algorithm. Important tasks are then separated in three classes with their own additional scores: Code important: +100; Text important: +40; Non important: -100.
The algorithms

In order to define important moments of a section, it is mandatory to first describe most of the code-related activities. The algorithm we developed tries to include as many activities as possible because different people might have a slightly different approach. For that, we have formulas considering averages that tries to detect change in the normal personal developer behavior. On top of that, our approach considers more interactions as more important scenarios, thus, the scores for each action would accumulate according to the task, creating higher or lower scores.
Figure 3.2: Score algorithm for app sections
Figure 3.3: Score algorithm for ten seconds windows

After setting a score for the app section, we run algorithm 3.3 to calculate the score for ten second windows. These scores will later be used to defined the playback
rate of each portion of the video. We believe that most recent actions should be more important to recreate context, thus, to ensure that most recent actions will have the correct score, we apply a time function on top of the score for both, app section and ten second windows. This time function is defined as follows:

\[
boosted\_score = calculated\_score + \left( \frac{time\_of\_section}{duration\_of\_user\_section} \right) \times calculated\_score
\]

Where the calculated score is the score before the time boost, time of section is the time where the referred section starts and total duration of user section is the total seconds of the section length. This will ensure that sections closer to the end to the section will have their score boosted. But this also creates an issue, because there might some high scored ten seconds windows far from the end of section, but that, without the boost would be even more important than recent sections. In order to address this, we get the most scored ten second window for each app section, and apply another function that will apply the time boost in reverse, meaning that, at least one ten second window for each application will be able to match, in score, with recent ten second window. These most important ten second windows we call key moments.

Our assumption is that, for one to be able to rebuild context, it is necessary not only to see the beginning and ending of a section, but all the path that led to the final section work. To show the entire path, we ensure to show the entire video, and key moments where the playback rate will be lower than the other moments in the video.
The video

As mentioned in Chapter 2 videos are proven to have good result in remembering tasks but it can be tedious or annoying to watch a full video of one’s working. It can also disturb memory triggering once one might focus only in what the video shows. In order to address these issues, we came with a solution where the video will have only three minutes length - or what the user choose to be, check Subsection 3.1.4 for more details. We believe that three minutes is a fair amount one might be willing to watch without making this task tedious and annoying.

The user section can have hours in length, the showed video can have a minimal length of twenty minutes - or what the user choose to be, check Subsection 3.1.4 for more details - therefore, in order to fit all this amount in three minutes, the tool make some process. The main idea is to change the playback rate of the video according to each section score. But this means that the longer the video the faster the video will be played. There are some technical issues to adjust more than fifty minutes in only three minutes mainly related with the video choppiness that cannot be solved without increasing the three minutes value. We also, assume that developers would not need information from longer time than that - assumption that was evaluated with the user study. Therefore, instead of accelerate a four hours video into three minutes, we first need to trim it the best as possible.

The video is cut at two positions: (1) The part where the system started to receive no interactions from the user - where one might probably be already interrupted. This can correspond up to four minutes and a half. This amount of time is related with the longest function to detect interruption as explained in Subsection 3.1.2. And/Or (2) The video is longer than the maximum value of the range chosen to the length of the video.

This first cut is done in the end of the video. We first find the initial position of
the longest sequence of ten seconds windows scored zero, that means, no interaction. Here, we take in consideration score and not only if there is an interaction, because there are scenarios where a ten second window score might be affected by the previous ten second windows even though, this specific ten seconds has no interactions. We get the first position to make sure to cut off the video the largest part of video.

![Figure 3.4: Video cut](image)

The second cut is only done in cases where the length of the video, after the first chop, is higher than the maximum value of the range chosen to the length of the video. The default length range for the videos is between thirty and thirty-seven minutes. In this case, we search for the longest lowest score sequence to ensure, that the first seconds of video will have important information or very important information. To determine this, we look to the video length, in reverse, and get all ten seconds window between the length range. We then, use the median of the scores among those ten seconds windows. As can be seen in Figure 3.4, we will find the longest sequence of score below the threshold, one difference in this cut though, is that, since the idea
is to have the shortest video possible inside the length range, we will use the last position of the longest lowest sequence, and get rid of the part of the video - and correspondent ten seconds windows - finished before this position.

### 3.1.4 Visualization

The visualization we developed is an attempt of showing all the information one might require to go back to work. The idea is to provide all information to enable the developers to rebuild their context.

This screen was developed using wxPython \(^{13}\) due to its ability to play video without relying on system clocks which precision varies according to platforms and are not high-precise which means that can vary according to the amount of process being executed “at the same time”.

Looking at image 3.5, it is possible to observe six main areas: there is (1) the menu where features such as Restart; Exit and Settings can be accessed; (2) the area where the files modified between start and end of the current user section are shown; (3) the are where all the apps used in the current user section along with the real time hour they were used are shown; (4) the area where the video is; (5) the area where the buttons used to control the video - Play, Pause, Stop and Turn speed On/Off - are shown; and (6) the area that contains the timeline;

**Menu Area**

The first main area varies according to the operational system due to a library limitation - on a Mac, there is a toolbar, on a Windows/Ubuntu Linux there is a File...

---

\(^{13}\)wxPython is a cross-platform GUI toolkit for the Python programming language. It allows Python programmers to create programs with a robust, highly functional graphical user interface, simply and easily. It is implemented as a set of Python extension modules that wrap the GUI components of the popular wxWidgets cross platform library, which is written in C++.

- [https://wxpython.org/pages/overview/](https://wxpython.org/pages/overview/) - Last accessed on October 4 2018
As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the first option is to adjust settings, second option is to restart the tool and the last is used to completely exit the tool. When clicking on “Settings“, a dialog opens allowing the developer to adjust three parameters. The first one is about quality level, users can choose between four quality levels - High, Medium-High, Medium-Low and Low. They vary the parameters used with ffmpeg, the High one prioritizes quality, allowing the tool to use more memory; The Medium-High and Medium-Low are similar but the High one still allows a little more memory than the Low one; the Low restricts a lot of memory and CPU consuming, and the final video has a poor quality. To record a screen, even more with all the other data being collected at the same time, is a very memory and CPU consuming task. Since the tool is supposed to run in different computer configurations, the tool allows the user to select what should be a priority, performance or quality. The higher the quality, the more the tool will require from computer’s processing, if the user has a
lot of computer power and/or does not mind to have a computer a little slow, he/she can select a better video quality, if otherwise, he/she can also select a poorer one. The default option is medium-high.

The second parameter is about the session length. Users can choose between three options, 20-27, 30-37 and 40-47. This range will affect the amount of content available, the range has a distance of 7 minutes to account for the time for interruption detection. The tool analyses the video and the generated score in order to find the best place to cut the video - and all the information that will not be necessary after the trim. The best moment to cut the video is defined by the last ten seconds window of the longest lowest scored sequence.

The third parameter sets the length of the video displayed. The default length is
3 minutes, but users can choose between 1 and 4 minutes. This number indicates how fast the video will be displayed, the velocity itself if always defined by the score, so, each section will have a different velocity, but the overall velocity will be defined by how much of video - defined by the second parameter - will have to fit in the length defined by this parameter.

**Modified Files**

The second main area shows all files owned by current user that were modified since the user section beginning. In order to restrict the files shown the tool checks the owner of the file and also its extensions. The extensions allowed are in the compilation made B. The tool also does not considers folders initiated with “.” because these folders are commonly modified by the system even though owned by the current user. There is also a list of restricted folders such as “Library” for Mac users and “AppData” for Windows users.

**Applications Used**

The third main area is a list made with all the applications used in chronological order along with hour and minute that they were used. If an application was used more than once, it will appear several times. The idea behind this area is to help memory triggering with the hour/minute, the order of applications used and a combination of all these factors with the bottom panel timeline. For each application the tool assigns a color that will be also used in the timeline below.

The color used for the text in main area three and for the bars in main area six is obtained through a range of colors starting with a tonality of purple and ending with a tonality of green. Purple and green were chosen to accommodate colorblind

---

14 As many as 8 percent of men and 0.5 percent of women with North-
developers but at the same time have a visible difference between the items in the palette.

**Video**

Main thread four is where the video is displayed. This video is controlled by the buttons on main area five. There are five possible buttons with only three of them being show. The first button is a “Play/Pause”, where “Play” is shown when video is paused and/or stopped and “Pause” while video is playing. Second button is a “Stop” available at any point because when stopping a video the starting point will be put in the beginning, and this could be done with video playing or paused. The last button is an “On/Off” of the important moments feature. When turned on, the video will have different playback rates and therefore different velocity according to the score for each ten seconds windows, when turned off video will be played at normal pace. This feature can be turned on and off at any point with video playing or paused/stopped. Another information displayed in this section is the video position time.

As previously stated the video is not a full replay of the last X minutes of a user section. It is curated according to ten seconds windows scores, this allows the user to spend less time watching the video but still get the context necessary to recover from the interruption. Due to a technical limitation, it is not possible to control precisely the time of each frame exhibition. To address this we make use of the library function of adjust playback rate.

To make use of the score for such things as playback rates or width/height we had to normalize the scores. Note that it is possible to have negative scores. And that when talking about playback rate the logic is reverse. The higher the score the small
the playback rate once high scored sections should be played slower than lower scored ones. The scores are normalized by just finding the minimum and maximum scores throughout all the sections - after the video cropped - and applying the following formula:

\[
\text{normalized\_score} = \left( \frac{(\text{ten\_seconds\_window\_score} - \text{minimum\_score})}{(\text{maximum\_score} - \text{minimum\_score})} \right) + 1
\]

This formula ensures that all scores will be positive and higher than zero. After this, we sum all the new normalized scores to apply to the formula that will calculate the playback rate itself. The playback rate will be applied in a way that all the video will be shown in the amount of time chosen by the user or pre-defined as three minutes. In order to do so, we use the following formulas to first determine the accelerated duration of each ten seconds window and then, use this value to get the playback required to achieve this.

\[
\text{accelerate\_duration} = \frac{(\text{ten\_seconds\_window\_score} \times \text{final\_video\_duration})}{\text{sum\_of\_normalized\_scores}}
\]

\[
\text{playback\_rate} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{original\_duration}}{\text{accelerate\_duration}} \right\rfloor
\]

We use a round function in the second step to decrease the choppiness of the video. During tests we realized that having playback rates every ten seconds without too much of a difference would not improve the tool but rather make the video hard to watch. We tried to apply a moving average algorithm to reduce choppiness smoothing the scores but it did not help and made the process longer. The easiest way to handle
this issue was to simply round it, this way, less playback rates would be applied to
the video and we would still have differences in velocity.

**Slider and Thumbnails**

Main area six in Figure 3.7 has two components, timeline is a blue bar/slider as
any timeline in a media player screen, it shows the position of the video, the width
corresponds to the video length, users can drag and drop the cursor at any point to
advance or back the video.

Below the slider there is a thumbnails stack. These thumbnails are generated
by extracting frames from the video using Open Source Computer Vision Library
(OpenCV)\(^{15}\), the frames are extracted only when the screen is built to not overload
the machine storing several images.

![Figure 3.7: Timeline bar detail](image)

There is some background knowledge used into this thumbnail bar, as said in
Chapter 2 there is a research showing that thumbnails helps triggering memory; an-
other research by Deline et. al. [8] shows that it is possible to take advantage of human
spatial memory for locating methods. Therefore, human spatial memory might be
used to possible help triggering memory mainly due to code syntax colors, text shape
or even error colors. There is a correspondence between where the video is, the appli-
cation being used - represented by the color with match in main area three - and the

\(^{15}\)OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open source computer vision and ma-
chine learning software library. OpenCV was built to provide a common infrastructure for computer
vision applications and to accelerate the use of machine perception in the commercial products. Be-
ing a BSD-licensed product, OpenCV makes it easy for businesses to utilize and modify the code. “
- [https://opencv.org/about.html](https://opencv.org/about.html) - Last accessed on October 4 2018
thumbnails allowing users to use the previous mentioned slider to position the video exactly where the thumbnails are shown in the video.

Using this thumbnails bar we wanted to have four different features: (1) Ability to detect important moments; (2) Ability to select a segment; (3) Ability to identify applications used in a specific segment; and (4) Identify aggregated application score.

To address the first feature, we wanted to add a bar chart on the main area six’ bottom, but wxPython does not allow overlaying components, which means that the thumbnails could not be overlayed by a bar chart to show importance - score - of each ten seconds window. To overcome this limitation we used size and borders.

To address the second feature, it is possible to click directly in the thumbnail to position the video and timeline on the selected point. In order to do so and also address third feature, it is required to have a correspondence between the timeline that indicates video position and the thumbnail bar, so, some calculations were used.

Considering the features, their need of correspondence between components and taking technical limitations in consideration, the slider will have a minimum and maximum size equal to the available width in the screen. The same way, the slider maximum value will correspond to the video length. For the thumbnails, we will have to simulate a bar chart, to do so, first, we create a Panel - a type of box - which width will correspond to the duration length of the app section using the following formula:

\[
\forall_{app \in app\_sections} \rightarrow \frac{(width\_available \ast (app\_section\_duration + time\_diff))}{duration}
\]

Where width\_available is the screen width, app\_section\_duration is the duration of each app section calculated on the gathering information step, time\_diff is the difference between the calculated video length and the real video length equally distributed
between the app sections. This difference can occur due to possible delays in processing. The time_diff is used to mitigate discrepancy between the slider - and video - position and thumbnails. Duration is the video length. This formula guarantees that video, slider and app section’ boxes will match.

Once we have the box, they are colored according to the correspondent color in the palette. With this step, we defined the “bar chart“ bar color. Next step is to fill the panels with the thumbnails. Each thumbnail has three features, height, width and the video position it represents. Height is used to increase or decrease the amount of background - panel - shown, this will create the idea of “bar chart“, this means that the most high scored ten second windows will be the smaller thumbnails in height.

For the thumbnails width, there is another process used. Every thumbnail belong to a specific app section this means that there’s a limited space for a thumbnails set. The space available is the box width calculated in the previous step. This space is equally split between the ten seconds windows for each app section. The problem with this approach is that we can have very long app sections and although this also means boxes with a higher width, some thumbnails might be very small because of the amount of ten seconds windows inside the app section. To address this issue we developed an algorithm to generate a fair width for each thumbnail.

The initial size of a ten seconds window is defined by:

\[
initial\_size = \left\lceil \frac{s}{amount\_ten\_sec\_windows} \right\rceil
\]

The problem with this initial calculation is that we are only splitting the available size between the amount of ten seconds windows disregarding how this might look like. In a situation where the app section is short, it make sense to show all the ten seconds windows with a thumbnail, but when an app section is longer, the amount of
thumbnails would be large, with not much of a difference between them. This would also make them small or even tiny. To address this, we defined a minimal size for thumbnails. Despite that, it is important to note, that this minimal size only applies to thumbnails inside the app section box. Which means that there can be thumbnails smaller than the minimal in cases where the size of its app section is smaller than the minimal. This is not a bug though, because as previously mentioned, the app section size is time related in order to match the video and slider. But in cases where we have very small widths for the app section boxes and more than one thumbnail to show, we reduce the amount of ten seconds windows to just one, and it will occupy the entire space.

If a thumbnail ends up being smaller than the minimal but its app section is bigger than that, this can only means that we are trying to show more thumbnails than needed. In this case we apply the following formula to get exactly how many thumbnails with minimum width can be fit in the available space:

\[
\text{number\_of\_thumbnails} = \left\lfloor \frac{s}{\text{minimal\_thumbnail\_width}} \right\rfloor
\]

We make use of flooring function to ensure all thumbnails will fit, even though, there might be a small space to be redistributed. The result of this function will be the real amount of thumbnails shown. After finding this amount, we reapply the first function 3.1.4 replacing the amount of ten seconds windows with the amount found in the previous step. It is important to mentioned, that we also make use of a modulo function to ensure that the shown thumbnails will be distributed across the timeline. The way this function works, is to retrieve the remainder after a division of number1 by number2. When used as a condition inside a loop for example, it will create interval conditions. We will use this, to ensure that only a certain amount of
thumbnails will fit the condition.

In order to correctly generate the modulo condition. We first need to define the “number2” previously mentioned. This is done by:

\[ \text{modulo\_condition} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{amount\_ten\_sec\_windows}}{\text{real\_amount\_thumbs\_shown}} \right\rfloor \]

The flooring function will ensure more matches. The modulo function will work as a restrictive condition reducing the amount of valid thumbnails. Since the use of the modulo function will create the intervals, and that only one thumbnail will represent more than one ten seconds windows, we need to first ensure that this will not affect the match between video and thumbnail. As already stated, in a short amount of time, there is not much of a difference between thumbnails within the same app section, so, the shown thumbnail is the one that matches the modulo condition. But, to guarantee that the user will not lose too much information neither have issues with the match video-thumbnail, the second in the video will be defined the first video position of the sequence represented by that specific thumbnail. This can vary according to the result obtained in the last step.

For the thumbnails height, there is another technical issue. During the development, we found that the library would prioritize border over height, which means, that depending on the size of the monitor used, the height of the thumbnails could be in a position where no colored bar was seen. To address this, instead of really adjusting height of thumbnail, we would adjust borders according to each score. This approach works, but sometimes the difference between the scores would be minimal, or even too small to make a notable change in the visualization.

To address this and also guarantee that even section with zero score would be seen, we defined a minimal size border and applied a logarithmic function to the values.
The minimal size border defines a step, this way it is possible to always have visual
difference between scores. The following formula is used to calculate the size of each
border to the thumbnails according to their score. It is important to note that in this
situation, the border would be seen more as a padding, since the entire timeline is
aligned.

\[ chart\_bar\_height = minimal\_border \times \left\lceil \frac{(score + |min\_score| + 1) + 1}{app\_min\_score} \right\rceil \]

As can be seen, the tool makes use of the absolute minimum non-normalized score
across all ten seconds windows of all applications. The non-normalized score for the
specific ten seconds windows. And the minimum normalized score for the specific
app section. Ones are added to ensure consistence and error proof due to forbid
mathematical operations. This approach also adds values to the score, but since this
is done equally throughout the sections, there should be no issue.

### 3.1.5 Security and Privacy

We understand that having an application that records one screen might have a
privacy and security issue. The tool, outside the study, would be used and after the
video has been seen, the generated folder should be destroyed, this might solve some
of the concerns. We understand that the risk using the tool would be really connected
to someone knowing that one uses the tool, knowing the address where the tool stored
the video and have access to watch or copy this video in between folders generation
and deletion so, it is not a very possible threat. To address some of these concerns
the tool was already developed with privacy in mind, which means that we do not
store, in text, what is typed. We also do not record images from the webcam, all of
these two processes are done on-the-fly. The only concern would be the video, but, as said, a final version of the tool should delete the folder with the video as soon as it get watched.

We also got feedback that having a webcam turned on while one is working it is something that causes some stress. This can be addressed by the users themselves due to the fact that the webcam is a plus not a requirement. If one feels too stressed because the webcam might be turned on, it is possible to cover it with an adhesive or a paper or even to disable it to not have this in use. These actions would cause two minor issues: (1) If the webcam is disabled by software or configuration, the system takes more time to detect an interruption. Every time that there is an error with the webcam, the system will ignore the webcam step, and wait for five minutes without interactions to detect the developer as being interrupted. (2) If the webcam is somehow covered, the system, after two and a half minute without any system interaction, will turn the camera on for thirty seconds and receive as an input a black image and therefore will not find a face. It might then, detect the developer as being interrupted even if she is in fact looking at the screen but watching a video for example that does not need to be interacted with through mouse or keyboard.
Chapter 4

User Study

In order to test the tool efficacy it had to be tested in a scenario more similar to what developers face in their daily routine. The study then, was designed to be done with senior or grad students using the tool in their own office with low intervention from researchers or the environment itself.

The user study allowed us to not only assess the accuracy of the tool and the validity of the hypothesis, but also, to collect information in order to improve the underlying model that identified important moments.

4.1 Study design

The study was designed to mimic a developer’s environment, therefore it would not be possible to make a controlled study. To put developers in a closed lab while we watched they work could interfere in there focus and also their interruptions due to the Hawthorne effect [28]. As previously stated there are several variables that might affect how one recovers from an interruption - more details on Chapter 2. We did not want to add another variable into account. The study then, was designed in two
1) Participants were asked to use the tool as much as possible over three days. During this period participant’s feedback were collected on each interruption recovery. In order to avoid impacting the interruption recovery process, the participant’s feedback on a given recovery was obtained during the following interruption.

2) Based on the anonymized data from part one, the tool was improved for the second round with same participants. In this phase the procedure was exactly the same. This allowed assessment if modified recovery tool is more accurate than the original. If the modified tool is more accurate, this may indicate that with more refined methods (e.g. machine learning), the developed tool could be further improved.

On the last day of each phase in the study, a semi-structured interview in person was scheduled to talk about the tool. Unless required by the participants all interviews were audio-recorded. Initial questions can be seen in Appendix G other questions were added according to answers or according to some concerns or suggestions expressed by other participants, the idea behind this approach was to detect a pattern that the participant might had forget to mention. In both phases, the user activity inside the tool was also recorded in order to answer the following questions: did they watched the entire video?; Did they have to watch in normal speed parts that the tool had speed-up?; Did they skip some parts that the algorithm considered important?; And, for the parts that they watched, did the weights for the parameters match?

The design of the study also considered the possibility of having extra interviews after the data analysis. We wanted to understand discrepancies between our algorithm and the real use, and therefore, if any were found we would like to talk with the participant to understand why.

The study design was presented and approved by the Research Ethics Board inside the university.
4.1.1 Study Environment

Since we wanted to not interfere in the student’s normal environment with all the interruptions that would come with it, the study was conducted were the student wanted to use the tool. Only the interviews were conducted in a lab specially designed for interviews. The use of the tool was controlled by the participant. We asked them to use it as much as possible during 6 days split in 2 periods of 3 days each.

4.1.2 Data Management

During the study we have collected only aggregated data that were not considered sensitive and therefore not offering risks to privacy. But even not offering risks to privacy we anonymized everything collected from the participant’s computer. Regarding the student’s contact, only one researcher had access to it to send further information about the results of the study. the participant had the right to refuse receiving this email and if so, did not need to provide an email.

We did not have access to the generated video unless requested in the analysis phase, but even then, the participant was asked to be present while we would watch the video in the participant’s computer. The participant had the right to refuse to participate in this extra interview, to refuse showing the video entirely or parts of it. The participant would be in control of the play/pause button.

4.2 Participants

Participants were recruited inside the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT) corpora. We put posters around campus, we sent emails to graduate students mail list and also we Tweeted through the official university account on Twitter. We got 10 answers but only six students confirmed participation. Among these 6 students,
there were 5 male and 1 female; 3 graduate students and 3 third year students from different programming-related courses. All students received 50 Canadian dollars per participation and, in case of withdraw, the participant would receive $25 per phase finalized or nothing if withdrawn before finishing phase one.

4.3 Results

The study was designed to mimic a developer’s routine. On top of time and resources constraints to find a company willing to let their employees have their screen recorded, and employees willing to participate, we had the assumption that a senior student could have the same issues with interruptions and therefore could be helped and help us the closest was the way a company would have.

Phase one

The first discovery after the data analysis is that students do not have the same issues with interruption as developers. Although they might face some, it is not in the same frequency as it is in a company and the nature of it is also different. Participants mentioned that almost all of the interruptions they faced were self-interruptions, such as bathroom or snacks. Self-interruptions tend to be easier to recover if we consider that when a developer is aware that s/he might be interrupted soon, there is time to rehearse [2, 39].

Another finding is that students do not have complex - or at least complex enough - projects to be working over three days or even over different sections during reading week - a week inside the university’s calendar dedicated to study for projects and exams. All they had were small tasks that could be easily finished in one sitting mainly considering that since they were not attending to class, they could sit for
some hours without interruption. Although the students have the option to go to the university to do studies in group, or in places where they would not be alone - and might cause some distractions or interruptions. They preferred to be at home. Alone. In their room. Which means that there was no background speech noise to distract them, no friends, or colleagues to call them and therefore not much as an interruption, at least not for the first period of study.

Another finding about recruiting students is related with the nature of working. It is not expected from a professional developer to have long distractions throughout the day to watch funny videos, movies or even play games. But this is not a reality for the students. Some of the feedback that we collected is that the tool was not able to catch them as interrupted while they were playing or watching videos. But as stated in Chapter 2, computer-based interruptions are not supported by the tool, not because of a technical issue, but because of its concept. Non-work related activities in a computer is common to happen in a work routine but they should be short. Something that takes more than 5 minutes such as a call from family would take the developer away from the computer. If a developer is watching a video at work, without in anyway interacting with the computer, then, there is an assumption that the video is work related and should not be treated as an interruption.

Some more consistent feedback came from Master Students that, in some ways, have a more similar work with a company developer. There is normally a longer task to work on, they have lab partners and background speech and not by a coincidence were the most positive feedback about the tool being helpful, accurate and that they would use it outside of the study. Some of the undergrad participants with working experience mentioned that they think the tool would be better for the time that they were working at a business environment.

The survey, although requested in the first day interview to be always answered,
was not helpful due to several people just saving it with no feedback or “don’t recall“ messages - but we kept it for the second round because it is important to understand what they think while they are using the tool. For the second phase, we again explained the participants that answering the survey was required for the study - we received one participant’s feedback suggesting the survey to be presented after the recovery process. But, we kept as it was because the real important result with this study is the efficacy of the tool and we didn’t want the survey to affect it. Even if it means to not have as much feedback data outside the interviews.

**Changes between phases**

As a direct result from the received feedback in phase one, we updated the application for phase two. Since 5 out of 6 participants complained about the length of the final video, 2 of them, saying that even 1 minute - minimal configuration available - were too much. We made a new configuration available with only 30 seconds, we also made a new option with only 10 to 17 minutes of content. We were concerned though, because one of the participants mentioned that s/he didn’t alter the content length configuration because s/he might need, and once altered, the configuration would be changed only for the next time and the content for the section where s/he really needed would be lost.

With this feedback in mind, we implemented a new on-the-fly settings and the video would not be cut to small portions anymore (see Figure 4.1). We cut the video using our longest configuration just because we still believe - and also from the received feedback we can attest - that more than 40 to 47 minutes of content will not be reviewed. That said, the new version of the application cuts the video with the same logic mentioned in Chapter 3 for a maximum length of 47 minutes. But, when the video is presented, we adjust the starting point according to the selected
Figure 4.1: Second version of application configuration. Which means that an user will be able to see more content if needed, but, if not, the selected settings will be applied.

Also, we made available to the user to change the length of the video for the current section. The playback rate will change accordingly not only when a new video length is applied but also, when an user drags the slider, clicks on a thumbnails or clicks on app of other portion of the video outside the original settings. This creates consistence with the selected video length.

In order to make it easy to the user to understand the amount of work being watched, we included a timeline varying from yellow to red, and a subtitle with the time representation for that part of the video as can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Phase two

For the second phase of the study, we had some interesting feedback. One of the participants - although this is not the main focus of the tool - reported that it helped him to improve his overall work by detecting distractions and work on it. He would look at the applications used, the time spent on each one and try to be aware that these were distracting him. This way, he could try and "resist" such forms of interruptions.

One feedback that were presented in some of the participant’s feedback in both phases of the study was the ability to tell the tool that “I want to see the video now” or “I am interrupted now”. This could not be implemented within the time frame designed between phases. Mainly because, the tool currently uses some external libraries to process videos and build the GUI, these libraries were chosen because they were open source, the most used, the best for our scenario or the only cross-platform in the open source market. But some of the process required by the tool might take several minutes. This is not a problem in the scenario where developers are interrupted and all the processing happens before they get back to their desk to work. But, this become an issue when we talk about having a button to see the video now.

To record someone’s screen is a process that requires a lot of CPU as detailed in Chapter 3. On top of that, we have processes checking active processes, capturing keys, mouse movements, analyzing texts and sometimes turning the webcam on and processing the information provided by it. On top of all that, developers cannot have their environment compromised because of a tool that should help them to improve
their work. That said, there is no room to process everything as the work section is
happening. And the button requested by the participants, would take up to 4 minutes
to make the screen to show up depending on the length of the work section. When
asked if they would be willing to wait for it, most of the participants said no. The
one participant that said yes, changed his answer for the second phase.

Performance was also a shared concern among the participants. Several of them,
when asked if they would use the tool outside the study, said yes, but only if the
tool was faster and consuming less resources. Although there might be some space
for improving, there are some limitations that forces the use of some time-consuming
actions. We could not address them in the period available.

Collected data

Throughout the two phases of the study, we recorded 59 user sections. For phase two
we had one student withdrawing from the study what left only 5 active students. We
will split the data analysis in two parts: The user section length and the feedback
from survey and interviews. It is worth to mention, that one participant had issues
with his computer - not related with the tool - and the data was lost, so, for this
particular student, we only have one section for phase one although his feedback
mentions several.

User Section length

The length of the user section directly affects one’s ability to recover from an
interruption and might affect the feedback about the tool.

On Table 4.1 it is possible to see a summary from the study. It is interesting to
notice that although the highest user section’s length per phase decreased, the overall
maximum per student increased. We believed that this is a direct result from the
difference of working in a reading week and working in a normal routine week. It
is also interesting to note the distribution of user section’s length - see Figure 4.3 - to understand how fragmented the work of the students were. One feedback we collected is that since the students knew that the tool was supposed to help with interruption, in phase one - having less ‘natural’ interruptions - some participants created their own, but on phase two where interruptions were happening, they did not had to create self-interruptions. This not only reflects on longer sections, but also improved the feedback on the tool being helpful maybe due three factors: changes on the tool, longer periods or work and different types of interruption. Since we noticed more engagement from graduate students on phase one, we grouped the user sections accordingly - see Figure 4.4 - and noticed that graduate students have more short sections, mainly between 25 to 35 minutes, but when asked, they mentioned that the interruptions occur naturally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Sections for phase one and two</th>
<th>Phase one</th>
<th>Phase two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Min length</td>
<td>Max length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3min</td>
<td>1h24min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5min</td>
<td>5min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3min</td>
<td>57min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3min</td>
<td>54min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39min</td>
<td>2h38min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6min</td>
<td>6min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Section length from study

**Survey and interview feedback**

Participants did not addressed the survey as required. Some said that the issue was remembering the last section in order to answer the survey, some said that they did not know what to answer. There was also an issue with the tool for the first phase of the study where, if the recovery was not addressed the first time but the survey was answered, when re-opening the tool, the survey would be overwritten. From the answered surveys - 15 out of 23 for phase one and 18 out of 36 - we can say
that for the most of the longer sections the answer for Question 1 “Thinking about your last interruption, do you think the tool helped you to recover in a faster way?” was positive, also, the duration for the interruption itself was also higher for longer sections.

Although, during the interview all participants answered - for both phases - that the tool was easy to use, the data might say something different. We received feedback with suggestions that the features presented in the tool already covered it. When showed the feature in question, the participants then, would say that they did not remember or did not know that they could have done such a thing. One example of this, was a feedback saying that for the last 30 seconds or 1 minute of the section, the video would be too choppy making it hard to the participant to see the exact “last thing typed”, his suggestion was to make the last minute of video in real time. The researcher showed the participant the “Turn speed On/Off” and asked if he knew about it, the participant said that he forgot and that this would be very used. We
then questioned what he would prefer, a slowed down video by default in the last minute or so, or the button which he replied, the button. Another scenario where we received feedback from already developed features, was due to an issue with some applications on Windows on phase one. The participant said that would be nice if the bars on the bottom had different colors to match if the applications. We showed a working version, which he replied showing us that for him, most of the applications were detected as “Unidentified app” making the bars all the same colors. For phase two we addressed this issue, and in the second phase interview he said that this was one of the best features.

About the important moments detection several participants mention that yes, the importance matched with their expectations, but they said that visually, there could be more of a difference between the heights of the bars. Also, a participant
mentioned, that he spent a lot of time typing - searching - and navigating through a music player application and the tool was not as fast for this period as he would like, but when looking at the data, the score for this app section was not as high as the code sections, but was not as low as for other non-important activities either.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Discussion

This thesis presented FastRecovery, a tool designed to help developers recover from interruptions in a faster way. Based on results collected from more than 50 user sections, it is possible to say that the tool can be definitely improved. Most of the feedback received about adoption of the tool outside the study were tied to some changes in the tool, mainly about performance and the ability to say when one wants to see the video or be detected as interrupted. Considering the target public of this work being developers in companies, we stand by the point that explicit telling the tool that an interruption is happening might not have the same importance as it does for students. A claim like this make a new user study with employees necessary. But we can say for sure that performance can be a real issue for this scenario.
5.2 Limitations

The thesis as a research project has some limitations, some related with the tool itself, and others related with the user study. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the study with students did not match our expectations regarding frequency and type of interruptions neither the complexity or time spent on tasks. We also didn’t take in consideration the different mindset of a student compared with a employee. That said, one of the limitations with the work presented is the lack of validation with the real scenario to what the tool was developed to.

As about the limitation for the tool itself, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the tool only supports English speakers, and detects any other language as code. This is a known-limitation mainly if we consider that code is the most important moment for the tool.

There is a limitation regarding the number of monitors supported by the tool. Currently, we only support one due to two factors: the library that records the screen, and the face detection through the use of webcam. If one use two monitors, the webcam might not detect a face, because it will be turned over to the other monitor. The screen record, does not work as expected when using several monitors, currently, it is not possible to choose a ”main monitor” neither change the recorded monitor according to the one being active. For a setup using high resolutions monitors the system crashes due to the heavy use of CPU and memory.

Currently, the main focus of this research team was to make the tool run smoothly in two operational systems: Windows and Mac. Mainly due to the availability of users for the user study. The researchers though, tested the tool in some Ubuntu computers, getting some random errors. The tool also does not work for Ubuntu versions lower than 18. For the ones higher, the tool presents some inconsistencies that were not
addressed due to lack of time.

Another point that is fair to be mentioned is a possible bias gender-related. Although the tool was developed with a woman in the team, it is necessary to point the lower number of women in the user study. Even though the user study was open to all students, only a few women contacted us to participate. And since the parameters were adjusted with the participant’s feedback, we can’t affirm that the result can be generalized.

5.3 Future Work

Although we tried to address the majority of problems we faced during this thesis development, due to time constraint and/or resources constraints there are some future work that can be done.

The first one would be to test it in a real work environment. Get to know how the tool would perform in an environment that would probably be more susceptible to a high frequency of interruptions considering the interaction required in a company in order to make a project to work.

Another point that be very beneficial to the tool would be to try and apply machine learning to really model the developer’s behavior and use the data to improve the current model that describes a developer’s task. Since the code developed in this thesis is open source, it should be easy to improve, apply machine learning or any other change in the important moments detection module. One just needs to replace the call for the processRecovery thread for their own, and if the generated output is the same, the tool should run as expected collecting data and showing the video the same way.

Lastly, one of the limitation that could be addressed is the support for multiple
languages.

5.4 Conclusions

The data collected in our study allows us to say that the tool might be a good addition to a developer setup, but further adjusts are required in order to make its adoption easier. It is important to mention though, that from the data collected, what helped the recovery process, was not only the curated video but the tool itself, that contains modified files, applications used and thumbnails. Some participants attested that the thumbnails combined with the modified files were enough to remember the task but it was “nice to have” the video if they wanted to see more details about an specific app, which they in fact did, in some sections.

We also believe that it is crucial to make an user study in a company with developers in the workplace where the tool is supposed to help the most. Although we can project some of the results based on the feedback received, to really attest that the tool helps in the recovery process, it is necessary to test it in a scenario where the interruptions happen in a more frequent and natural way.

It is important to mention also, the difference not only between undergraduate and master’s students but also for each individual. Even though the settings might change according to the length of the section or the length of the interruption, some participants, in average, needed more information than others, some participants needed a slower pace video than others. Having the settings available so each one could adjust the tool according to their need was one of the keys for the good feedback received.
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Appendix A

List of emoticons compiled from Wikipedia
Appendix B

List of file extensions compiled from Wikipedia
Appendix C

List of Programming Keywords
# JAVASCRIPT

--start
new, function, this, let, private, protected, public, static, var
--decision
case, else, if, switch
--other
try, catch, finally, break, while, for
--debug
console, debugger
--finish
return

# PYTHON

--start
def, class, self, import
--decision
ever, if, elif
--other
try, except, finally, break, while, for
--debug
print
--finish
return

# JAVA

--start
new, public, private, protected, static, this, void, int, long, char
--decision
ever, if
--other
try, catch, finally, break, while, for, do
--debug
System.out.println
--finish
return

# RUBY

--start
def, class, self, begin, end
--decision
ever, if, elsif, case, when, then
--other
break, while, for, do
--debug
print, debugger, puts
--finish
return, end

# PHP

--start
public, private, protected, static, class, $this, require,
--decision
else, if, elseif, endif, case, switch
--other
try, catch, finally, while, for, do
--debug
print
--finish
return

# C++

--start
public, private, protected, static, class, main, this, float, char,
double, void, bool
--decision
else, if, case, switch
--other
try, catch, while, for, do
--debug
cout
--finish
return

# CSS

-- No words only symbols, but since we are not detecting the language,
this could disturb the other languages

# C#

--start
private, public, protected, static, class, new, override, this, float,
char, double, void, bool, var
--decision
else, if, case, switch
--other
try, catch, finally, while, for, do
--debug
Debug.WriteLine
--finish
return

# GO

--start
--start
private, public, static, class, func, import, let, var, self
--decision
switch, case, else, if
--other
break, try, catch, while, repeat, for, do
--debug
print, debugPrint, println, DEBUG
--finish
return

# SCALA

--start
def, object, class, new, import, private
--decision
match, case, else, if
--other
try, catch, finally
--debug
println
--finish
return

# OBJECTIVE-C

--start
main, long, int, short, long, int, void
--decision
case, else, if, switch
--other
break, while, for, do
--debug
DEBUG, NDEBUG
--finish
return
Appendix D

List of other keywords
# GIT

--send
push, release, commit, add, delete

# SVN

--send
add, update, commit, delete
Appendix E

Questions prompted by the tool
Questions Prompted By The Interruption Recovery Tool

1. Do you want to see the video from last session?
2. Thinking about your last interruption, do you think the tool helped you to recover in a faster way?
3. If you were not in a study, do you think you would use the tool to help now in your recovery?
4. What, if anything, did you miss in the last video?
5. What, if anything, would you remove from last video?
6. About the length of the video, it was:
7. Do you have any other feedback you think would improve the tool?
Appendix F

Removing tool instructions
Managing developer interruption

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS
1. We need you to adjust your power save settings to ensure that your computer will not go into sleep mode for at least 5 minutes. If you are using a laptop this applies to when your laptop is plugged in and when your laptop is on battery.

2. Go to <SAMPLE sqrlab.uoit.ca/address_TBA> and download the package for your platform. Once the download is complete you can unzip the file anywhere on your computer.

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

For Mac users: Open the command-line terminal/console and navigate to the wrapper folder inside the dist_mac folder. Once inside the wrapper folder you can start the tool by executing sudo ./wrapper.py [IMPORTANT: You must use sudo in order to execute the tool.]

For Windows users: Navigate to the wrapper folder inside the dist_windows folder. The tool is started by double clicking the wrapper.exe file.

For Ubuntu Linux users: Open the command-line terminal/console and navigate to the wrapper folder inside the dist_linux folder. Once inside the wrapper folder you can start the tool by executing ./wrapper.py

UNINSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

All of the collected data is anonymized and non-sensitive, and it is necessary for the study. Therefore, we ask that you please wait to uninstall the interruption recovery tool after the last day of the study and you also wait to delete the folder containing the study data until one week after the last day of the study.

1. To remove the interruption recovery tool you just need to delete the unzipped folder (dist_<platform>) and the dist_<platform>.zip file downloaded on the first day.

2. To remove the collected data, you just need to delete the folder <HOME_FOLDER>/FastRecoveryFiles

If you have any problems please contact Gabrielle Dias (gabrielle.perezdias@uoit.net).

Opting Out of the Study: If you opt out of the study you can also use the above uninstall instructions to fully remove the interruption recovery tool and already collected data at any time.
HOW TO HANDLE PROBLEMS WITH THE TOOL

Although we have tested the interruption recovery tool, it is a research prototype and it is possible to encounter an occasional problem. Below are some solutions to the most common problems however we also ask you to report all issues to Gabrielle Dias (gabrielle.perezdias@uoit.net).

PROBLEM:
- When the tool is running for long, my computer gets very slow.

SOLUTION:
- First, try to go in Settings (you can see it in the tool screen, for mac users there’s a settings icon in the toolbar) and reduce the Video Quality. If this does not solve the issue, please contact us sending the RAM available, platform (Windows, Mac, Linux) and its version. If there’s any issue collecting this information, just mention this in the email.

PROBLEM:
- The tool quit unexpectedly and without any warning.

SOLUTION:
- [Mac]: Before restarting the tool you will need to make sure that part of the tool is not still running. To do this you need to go to a terminal/console and type `ps aux` to display a list of processes currently running. Look for a process called ffmpeg or dependencies_mac/ffmpeg. If you find this process, copy its ID and kill it with `sudo kill -9 <number of the process>`. Finally, just restart the tool by executing `sudo ./wrapper.py`.
- [Windows]: Before restarting the tool you will need to make sure that part of the tool is not still running. First you will need to type `ctrl+shift+esc` to open the task manager. Next select More details and look for a process called ffmpeg or dependencies_windows/ffmpeg. If you find the process, you need to right-click on it and select End Task. Finally, just restart the tool by double-clicking the wrapper.exe.
- [Ubuntu Linux]: Before restarting the tool you will need to make sure that part of the tool is not still running. To do this you need to go to a terminal/console and type `ps aux` to display a list of processes currently running. Look for a process called ffmpeg or dependencies_linux/ffmpeg. If you find this process, copy its ID and kill it with `kill -9 <number of the process>`. Finally, just restart the tool by executing ./wrapper.py.

PROBLEM:
- I’ve clicked to restart the tool, but something happened and it did not start.

SOLUTION:
- Just restart the tool manually as described in the USAGE INSTRUCTION section.
**PROBLEM [Mac only]:**
- A questions dialog pops up, in front of a video window, but I can't interact it and I can't close it.

**SOLUTION:**
- Go to the terminal/console that was used to launch the interruption recovery tool and type `ctrl+c` to exit the tool. Reopen the tool and click "Yes" to see the last video that was displayed when the application froze.

**PROBLEM [Windows only]:**
- I've clicked to exit the tool, but it keeps running.

**SOLUTION:**
- Go to the terminal/console and type `ctrl+c`. After the tool closes, you will need to type `ctrl+shift+esc` to open the task manager. Next select **More details** and look for a process called `ffmpeg` or `dependencies_windows/ffmpeg`. If you find the process, you need to right-click on it and select **End Task**. If you can't find the process you don't need to do anything else.
Appendix G

Last Day interview
Last Day Interview

1. Overall what do you think about the tool?
2. Do you think it helped you during the recovery process?
3. What do you think might be improved in the tool in order to make it better for you?
4. What do you think about the duration of the video?
   a. If it’s too long, do you have a suggestion of what could be cut?
5. What do you think about the way the video and other information are presented to you? Would you change anything?
6. What helped you the most?
   a. If they do not have an answer, use these prompts: The video? The thumbnails? The changed files?
7. Is the tool easy or difficult to use?
8. Do you think the video was accurate? Did you miss parts?
9. Did you generally watch the video?
   a. If not, why not?
10. If you were asked to use this tool outside the study, would you use it?
11. Do you think it would improve your work?
12. Do you think the time spent watching the videos were valuable to you?

Only for 2nd phase:

1. Did you notice any change in the tool?
2. Do you think it has improved since last phase?
3. Do you think the video was accurate? Did you miss parts?
4. If you were asked to use this tool outside the study, would you use it? Do you think it would improve your work?